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Date. 6/20/16

To: Anyone who cares about real world truths
Subject: Real world truths

As happens when I give input to the Humboldt County Supervisors during public comment, 1 find
many not listening and refusing to see what I and many others see coming I have found many of
those controlling things utilize and listen to inexperience that is not based on the real world.

Sticking to what I know and to want I say in my books, through various committees and other
members of the Fourth Branch of Government, the Executive Branch of Government, (mostly put
in place by a voting minority especially in the western states and influenced by inexperienced
media, politicians, protectionists, those who incorrectly apply legalese, and those with money and

power) controls what happens to people and many other species in this world.

Wildlands are going to bum, we are going to have less fish, a shrinking 80% of wood needed by
California is going to come from out of California, we are going to run short of water, many species
are not going to be helped, and rural folks who raise cattle, those who fish, farmers, timber owners,
rural folks, me, and many others are SOL

We are not becoming a Democratic Republic as intended by some of our forefathers We are
becoming a Democracy controlled by inexperienced folks. There are messes all over the world,
and I do not see things getting better

Simply put, inexperienced minority voters are more influenced by those with a lot of money and
power and not by real world truths.

Charles L Ciancio

California Registered Professional Forester (RPF) #317
(An old tired field forester who has lived in a working man's world)
P O. Box 172. Cutten (near Eureka in redwood countrv). C.A 95534

707-445-2179
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In this politically correct world,
immigration questions not asked and not answered

Is it fair

To let those

Ilegaily here
do our work?

To let those with

criminal records and criminal intent
into this country ?

To entice others to come here illegally
which are often raped and treated badly?

Are we helping promote

a lot of hurt
for people on all sides of the fence?

Something to think about
Lott asks in his books a question never asked

How many lives have been saved
because someone had a gun

He says more hurt by not having a gun
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